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County Agent’s Notes:
September 25, 2000
Cattle are grass harvesters.
Among those who work with agriculture there is an ongoing discussion about the
idea of growing cattle when millions of people around the world don’t have enough food.
The basis is this thinking is that humans could be consuming the production of lands used
for growing feed for cattle.
Originally, cattle were allowed to fend for themselves on open range without
supplemental feed. This practice required very hardy animals that were more wild than
domesticated. The meat from these animals was not as high in quality as what we enjoy
today. Dairy animals as well were kept on pasture with little supplementation, even
during the winter months.
Modern beef breeds have been developed with intensive feeding in mind. These
animals are normally removed from the farms where they were born when they are
between 500 and 700 pounds. They are carried to feedlots where they are “finished” to
whatever weight is desirable for slaughter. This program produces the high quality beef
that American consumers have come to expect.
Older breeds like the Longhorn that was made famous in western movies were
able to thrive on grass alone. Modern breeds can also do this but they are not normally as
hardy when left alone to fend for themselves. All of our land is not suitable for crops,

but most of it will grow grass and is suited to the production of cattle, sheep, goats, and
other grazing animals.
In its purest form a cattle farm might be nothing more than the farmer, the land,
and the animals. There is much more involved with beef or dairy production on a
modern farm.

Essentially all of the buildings, machinery, and management have been

added to increase productivity and quality of the beef or dairy products.
With all of this said I would like to try making a point. Why, given the fact that
the primary factor in animal agriculture is grass, do we place so much emphasis on other
things? When cattlemen get together they talk about animals and very seldom about the
grass or other forage their animals eat. Pastures and hay fields are a secondary topic
when they should be primary. A cattle farm is in fact a grass farm where cattle are used
to convert plants into saleable products.
Rather than provide winter pastures, we spend potential profits on equipment,
fuel, maintenance, labor, and a dozen other things when cattle could be doing the
harvesting themselves. Northern farmers I have met realize this instantly when they visit
our area, commenting that we should be “getting rich” in the cattle business.
I realize there is more to it than this, but just as I have found in other types of
agriculture, farmers tend to continue doing things the same way they have always done
them, even though they may be losing money in the process. Agriculture, as any other
industry, must adapt to fit the circumstances, however few farmers will make the
adjustments that could make them more profitable.
A primary goal of Extension work is to bring ideas to agriculture, and to help
farmers put these ideas into use. One of the greatest ideas brought to agriculture by

Extension was that of mechanization, however this idea has in some ways gone beyond
its intended goal, becoming in many cases too expensive. Maybe it’s time we let our
cattle harvest more of their feed.

